CHICK MAGNET
Items needed:
Bird Peeps
Instructions:
Some people have a natural attraction to them that is just magnetic. In this task you
will test your magnetism by sticking Peeps to your face. Each Peep must be licked and
then stuck to your face in 60 seconds in order to win this challenge. If all four Peeps are
still hanging on when time expires, you win.
Application:
Through His love and His sacrifice, Jesus attracts us to Him!

SQUISHY SQUISHY PEEPS
Items needed:
A plastic Easter egg
Peeps
Instructions:
Peeps may look huge, but they aren’t all that they seem. In this task, you must smash
four Peeps down to size and cram them into a plastic Easter egg. If you can
successfully squish four Peeps and seal them in the Easter egg before time runs out,
you will win a prize.
Application:
There is room for everyone in God’s church!

TOWER OF PEEPS
Items needed:
Bunny Peeps
Chopsticks
Instructions:
In this task you and one opponent will have 60 seconds to build the largest tower
you can out of these Peeps. The good news is Bunny Peeps stack nicely, one on
top of the other. The bad news is you cannot touch the Peeps with your hands. They
must be handled only with chopsticks. Keep stacking until the clock runs down, and
may the tallest stack win.
Application:
Build your faith daily by spending time with God.

PACK THE PEEPS
Items needed:
Four small packs of Peeps
Set up:
Remove the wrappers from the Peeps and pull all the Peeps out of the packs,
separating them and setting them on the table with the trays.
Instructions:
The Peeps have escaped, and they must be repackaged in time for Easter. Your task is
to put the Peeps back where they came from, reassembling them in the packages in 60
seconds or less. If you complete this challenge, there’s a sweet reward waiting for you
at the end!
Application:
Compare this game of reassembly to Jesus going out to seek the lost sheep and bring
him back to the fold.

NESTING PEEPS
Items needed:
An Easter basket full of grass
Twelve Peeps
Instructions:
A bird’s home is in a nest, and for a Peep, there’s no nest quite like an Easter
basket. Your task is to toss twelve Peeps into the Easter basket from ten feet away,
seeing that all the little Peeps get home safely. If you miss any, you can grab them
and try again, but you must get them all home, safe and sound in 60 seconds or
less. Good luck!
Application:
Jesus is preparing a new home for us in Heaven.

PEEP-KABOB
Items needed:
Chopsticks
Peeps
Instructions:
In this challenge, you must collect twelve Peeps on two separate chopsticks, stacking
them one on top of the other. The trick is you cannot use your hands to stab and
skewer your Peeps. You must spear each one with a chopstick, and be careful to get
them right through the middle so none fall off. Complete this task in 60 seconds or less,
and you win a prize.
Application:
We are stronger in our faith when we stick together to serve Jesus.

PEEP UNICORN
Items needed:
Bunny Peeps
Instructions:
In this game you will be challenged to stack four bunny peeps on your forehead. You
will tilt your head back to make your forehead as parallel to the ground as possible
and begin your build. If you can stack four Peeps and make them stay before 60
seconds elapses, you’re a winner. If you fail, you might have Peep dust all over your
face for the rest of the day.
Application:
We need to keep our minds focused on Jesus!

PEEP TRAP
Items needed:
A piece of bread with peanut butter on it
Peeps
Instructions:
If the chicks and bunnies were real, odds are they’d try to run to keep from being eaten.
Your task in this challenge is to catch three Peeps on the “Peep Trap” - a piece of bread
with sticky peanut butter on top. If you can get three Peeps to land and stick in the
peanut butter before time runs out, you’ll win a prize.
Application:
We need to stick with Jesus!

FLYING PEEPS
Items needed:
A broom
A cup
A table
Six plates
Six Peeps
Set up:
Place the plates on a table in a way that half of the plates should be on the table and
half should hang in the air. Set one peep on the edge of the part of the plate that is
on the table.
Instructions:
In this challenge, you will attempt to capture one flying Peep in the cup provided.
Use the broom to slap the plates on the edge of the table and launch the Peeps into
the air. If you can catch one Peep in one minute or less, you win.
Application:
Jesus wants to “catch” us and save us from sin.

PEEP ANTENNA
Items needed:
Four Peeps
Four straws
Four M&Ms
Instructions:
In this challenge, you must insert straws into four Peeps, sticking as straight in the air
as possible. Once the straws are in place, you must balance an M&M on top of the
straw. If you can get four M&MS balanced on top of your straws before 60 seconds
elapses, you are a winner.
Application:
We need to lift our praise to God and thank Him for the resurrection of Jesus.

